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I. FOOD AND POPULAR CULTURE 

Subordination is a matter not just of coercion but also of consent. Cultural Studies has commonly understood 

popular culture to be the ground on which this consent is won or lost. As a way of grasping the interplay of 

power and consent, two related concepts were repeatedly deployed in cultural studies’ earlier texts, though they 

are less prevalent these days – namely, ideology and hegemony ( Barker, 2000; pp. 10). Ideology has different 

meanings that claim universal truths to understand it historically. Time now has changed. The class divisions of 

social formations and the constructed character of nationality are shown by television news now-a- days.  

Popular culture has become a privileged topic of research since the late 1960s in American Studies. At that time 

popular culture in the form of TV and advertisement was more important in representing the cultural images and 

both became culturally hegemonic force. The impact of political and aesthetic ramifications of post modernity 

on popular culture is more visible with the success of cultural studies. Many scholars have conceptualized the 

analysis of popular culture and they defied popular culture in diverse way. Four common uses of the term 

“popular” are identified by Raymond Williams. These are: which is well linked by common people, which is 

deemed unworthy or inferior, work deliberately seeking to win favour with people and forms of culture made by 

people for themselves.  

Popular culture is constantly changing within an arena of large heterogeneous groups of people. It 

prevails on money economy and possesses more numerous individual relationships. As a hallmark this trend is 

cropped up frequently in newspapers and conversations. The popular culture is spreading due to urbanization, 

industrialization, increase in leisure time and rise of formal education. The popular culture of food is changing 

very fast. The political interplay of cuisines and mutating tastes not only influenced the popular culture of food 

but also the collective experiences in contemporary times. Food is associated with tradition as well as personal 

and collective livings. The first one gives us the notions of health, diseases, nutrition or it represent as cultural 

marker of status, taste and cultivation. The later one reflects the milestones and trauma. While talking about 

food in the context of popular culture it refers to a taste for distinction. Food consumption and food ethics both 

are demonstrated within the medium of popular culture. Both the notions are preconceived systems. In simpler 

way food ethics is an outcome of social awareness and it talks about the impacts on personal consumption that 

has on the environment and farmers. Within the domain of food ethics, self- respecting concerns about nutrition 

and personal health also fall. In consuming food, distinction is an alternative outlook which may or may not 

contain ethical outlook. Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste (1984) by Pierre Bourdieu, the 

term “distinction” denoted class distinction, and much of his text was devoted to identifying the differentiating 

elements between social classes. Cultural representation was the primary concern of Bourdieu. How the social 

classes preserve their privilege inter- generationally is emphasized in his work. The popular notion of equal 

opportunity for social mobility was denied by Bourdieu. He assumes that in the recognition of circumstances 
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there is a level of pragmatic rationale or practical sense and there is also self modification. In the era of food 

fusion we are living in a world of cross cultures or diverse world.   

Food is a part of popular culture and the eating practice is affected by the trend of a culture. The eating 

trends are related to cultural practices and beliefs. In contemporary time, food has become more popularized as 

well as it is fashion for example, in iftar (it is a religious observances of Ramadan) places like Hyderabad where 

people break their fast with Haleem (originally Arabic dish). Like that in Assam “kharikat dia mass” (roasted 

fish) which is now easily available in restaurant is prepared in oven. Thai food is the best example as exotic 

which needs no introduction. The taste of such food makes it distinct by the juxtaposition of hot, sour, sweet and 

salty flavours. It is the society who generates the idea and objects of popular culture. There has been an 

increasing trend of eating away from home towards consumerism; also increasing use of dietary and herbal 

supplement as well as ethnic diversity in diets. In developed countries the mainstream population is following a 

new trend of consumption culture of low fat food, low calorie, natural and fresh ingredients. With the growth of 

fast food restaurants and use of convenience food the notion of Americanization of diets is also growing. 

Government and food industry are working to develop the need of certain basic foods to reduce the international 

food shortages and nutrient deficiency problems. The trend of eating away from home is increasing and the 

proportion of money spent in restaurants has also increased. The fast food lovers dine at restaurants, cafes and 

these are visited by all types of people. The popularity of this international food is increasing from a child to an 

elder one. KFC (Kentucky Fried Chicken), McDonald, CCD (Café Coffee Day), Barbeque Nation the famous 

fast food brands which are internationally available. Now any kinds of food can be shared from different parts of 

the world. The global businesses of food and beverage companies have made it possible. The improved menu, 

dining experience upgrades and rapid expansion across the globe, the growth of consumer food services have 

made it possible to reach new consumers continually. The McDonald and KFC as an American fast food groups 

have become the dominant fast food chains across the world. The tag-line of these branded fast food groups are 

attracting people more. The brand KFC “So Good” reflects two notions, its freshly prepared food made from 

original recipes and the entire experiences of good food with family and friends. “I’m lovin’ it” the tag-line for 

McDonald fast food global brand promise that it is simple and fast enjoyment. This brand tag-line is reflecting 

to provide fun to customers. The tag-line reads “The World On A Grill” and Barbeque Nation stands for it. This 

brand has brought the concept of a live grill among the food lovers. Café Coffee Day stands for its tag-line “A 

lot can happen over coffee”. CCD is one of the most popular hangouts among the youths. These tag-lines try to 

influence the consumers. Another perception of these tag-lines is to enhance the relevance of the value, extend 

its reach and give it renewed vigour. The strategy of the branding food is also to attract the young generation 

and to focus on the ethical consumer value. The ethical issues can be understood how different cultural 

environments may influence, for this cross cultural perspective is necessary. Media plays an important role to 

spread the foodways across the world. Visual media i.e. film and different materials of advertisement are 

creation of efficient consumers. This study focuses on how food as popular culture implements their 

international marketing strategies in different markets of various countries and how the specific national culture 

affects.  

 

II. FOOD AND ADVERTISEMENT 

Advertisement is an active medium and an effective tool for the business of communication. Earlier 

attempt of advertisement was not to create consumers but now it endeavours to create audience and consumers. 

It has become an important part of mass media. To connect customers, catching customer’s psychology, 

following the minds of the audiences, satisfying the customers by introducing new brands, new products, image, 

and new life style and so on, and advertisement is one of the most important tools. Advertisements in one side 

try to innovate a modern culture or new life style by introducing new products, with new concept of the brand, 

show their service items and also try to make sense of the industry. To get all the public information 

advertisement is the easiest way to reach the customers and through the media customers can choice the 

products. Thus advertisement has become a part of people’s life. There are many methods of advertisement such 

as TV, radio, online advertising, newsletters, sales letter, print project, brochures and catalogues etc. The screens 

inside airport, the hoarding on the wall of shopping malls, public bus terminus and markets depict cosmopolitan 

life of modern time. To introduce the image and utility of the product, advertisement is an effective tool. To 

attract more audiences advertisement needs attractive design and content. The quality, picture, text, colour and 

the style or the language are the connections to create public attention.  

As the saying goes, “we eat to live but we don’t live to eat alone”. Food we consume to live but to live 

a life regularly to consume food is not the purpose of life. If we imagine a world where consumption never 

ceases, we use bare survival and starvation continues at the same time. The act of consumption is a basic way of 

a structured and organized society. If consumer aspires only traditional needs then there is nothing to be 

required beyond this. The economic expansion is also consumer centric. In this situation, advertisement comes 

to play a vital role. Stuart Ewen talks about the new industrial situation with its hordes of cheap mass produced 

goods needed and he calls it ‘a continually responsive consumer market’ (1976:32, cited in Corrigan1997; pp. 
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66). In this situation consumers looked for reliable goods, reliable consumers are needed by good 

manufacturers; the newly produced goods need a market. Manufacturers have to fabricate both goods and 

people. For this, efficient consumers are needed and advertisement needs to be aimed at to create the targeted 

consumers. Ewen lists some of the terms advertisements used to create new inadequacies in their readers so that 

manufactures might supply the solution: “sneaker smell”, “paralysed pores”, “vacation knees”, “spoon- food 

face”, “office hips”, “underarm offense”, and “ashtray breath” (1976, pp. 97, cited in Corrigan1997; pp. 66). 

The readers are constructed as massed and gendered consumers by advertisements. The social movements like 

feminist movement may be harnessed to sell more goods through what Goldman (1992) calls ‘commodity 

feminism’.   

Television is a key media to affect the food choices of people. Food advertisement accounts for twenty- 

two percent of all television advertisements (Federal Trade Commission, 2007). In 2005, thirty four percent of 

all money used on television advertisements was spent on food products; McDonald’s (a fast food restaurant) 

spent 776 million dollars on advertisements, whereas Quaker (noted for offering healthy food alternatives) spent 

183 million dollars (Cardello, 2009). The influence of advertisement has aim at how consumers perceive food 

i.e. it has developed a homogenous food culture. In advertisements the taste of the products is less important 

than its appearance. Those who watch more television they prefer to choose such foods which they often see in 

commercials of the television. The aim of advertisement is not to promote health consciousness but to promote a 

product in the market. Even in magazines and newspapers the foods are portrayed in different contexts as 

healthy and nutritious. To publicize foods through advertisement, the two key media television and magazine 

are used. People prefer organic food which is highly processed and healthy food like vegetables and fruits which 

contain vitamins, minerals are nutritious. But fast foods which are chronically fatigued are easily available in 

restaurants. Marshall McLuhan, the famous Canadian media theorist and also known as father of the notion of 

“global village” gives the idea on advertisement: Ads are not meant for conscious consumption. They are 

intended as subliminal pulls for the subconscious in order to exercise a hypnotic spell, especially on sociologists 

(1964, pp. 228).   

The modern advertisements have certain essential characteristics. Advertising is a method used in 

business to promote the quality and services of the products among the customers. To increase the sales, 

advertisement promotes goods and its quality in a very positive way. Here the products themselves become the 

mediators. Advertisements generate desires in customers. The desire is important to create relations with others; 

this is also a target of modern advertisements to look out where the individual and society meet. Advertisements 

also concentrate on the ways of making the individual a successful social being. Psychologist Allport who 

argues in support of this approach says that, ‘our consciousness of ourselves is largely a reflection of the 

consciousness which others have of us….My idea of myself is rather my own idea of my neighbour’s view of 

me’ (Allport, 1924: 325, quoted in Ewen, 1977, pp. 34). Ewen remarks that ‘this notion of the individual as the 

object of continual and harsh social scrutiny underscored the argument of much of the ad texts of the decade 

[1920]’ (1977, pp. 34, cited in Corrigan1997; pp. 68). Advertisement aims at creating a group of people who 

will be consuming a particular product. Advertisement also reflects the trend of sophisticated marketing and 

targeted general consumers as well as narrow bands of consumers. Ewen (1976, pp. 41- 4) discussed advertising 

in the US in the following way,  

“As a way of creating national homogeneity and thereby overcoming the tensions that seemed to spring up in 

countries marked by a great heterogeneity in population. Social solidarity was seen to be strengthened by the 

emergence of the person as consumer as opposed to the person as a member of a specific ethnic group. 

Consumer goods claim to construct the nation as a culturally homogeneous entity, multiculturalism 

notwithstanding. If we all are consumers of the same products, then we are all the same culturally, no matter 

where we originate from”. (cited in Corrigan, 1997, pp.68) 

Advertising attempts to overcome other social divisions by creating the notion of mass consumer. Ewen (1976, 

pp. 43) further says; ‘by transforming the notion of “class” into “mass”, business hoped to create an “individual” 

who could locate his needs and frustrations in terms of the consumption of goods rather than the quality and 

content of his life (work)’ (cited in Corrigan, 1997, pp.69).  

 In advertisements, the problems of life are turned into advantages considering the problems of 

capitalist and industrial societies as a system; they interpret that by the uses of particular product individual 

problems can be overcome. “In media and cultural studies, scholarship on magazines has occupied a less central 

and prestigious place than scholarship on other media” (Angela McRobbie, 1997, pp.192). We can look at how 

gender is used in advertisement and women’s magazines as gender plays an important part in consumer culture. 

Erving Goffman’s (1979 [1976]) account is on gender relations in advertising and Robert Goldman’s (1992) 

analysis shows how feminism has been used by advertisers to sell goods, both these notions give us the idea of 

gender in advertisement (cited in Corrigan, 1997, pp. 70). Goffman’s Gender Advertisements (1979 [1976]) is 

an excellent collection of 508 advertising images of the 1970s. He looked at five main themes which represented 

in advertisement: relative size, feminine touch, function ranking, family and ritualization of subordination (cited 

in Corrigan, 1997, pp. 70). Women’s magazines play another important part of advertisement. Subject position 
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is very important to attract the readers’ attention. Another important analysis of women’s magazine is its title 

and the contents. The titles of these magazines focus on women in different perspectives such as a member of a 

class, members of a relatively undifferentiated mass and status. The title and feature articles of the magazines 

seem that the major concept of these magazines is family. The fundamental concept including all aspects is 

mainly creation of transformation. Actually what sort of women are the women of women’s magazines; the title 

of the magazines focuses the women of women’s magazine. Sometimes the titles are not quite informative about 

how woman’ has been constituted as a social category. Ballaster et al. (1991) examine British women’s 

magazines from the late seventeenth century through to 1988. Janice Winship develops ideas by researching on 

women’s magazines to explore on double- edged nature.   

“Many of the guises of femininity in women’s magazines contribute to the secondary status from which we still 

desire to free ourselves. At the same time it is the dress of femininity which is both source of the pleasure of 

being a woman- and not a man- and in part the raw material for a feminist vision of the future... Thus for 

feminists one important issue  women’s magazines can raise is how do we take over their feminine ground to 

create new untrammelled images of and for ourselves?” (Winship, 1987: xiii- xiv). 

 

 The titles alone are not sufficient to provide the information regarding class/ mass distinction and the 

analyses have proved that ‘woman’ has not replaced ‘lady’. Women are still located in domestic sphere and 

women are placed in different status. The titles of the magazine have constructed more individual types of 

women. The titles of the magazines are caught up in traditional areas to focus on subjects like marriage and the 

family (Brides, Modern bride, Parents, Working mother) or age groups (Seventeen, Teen, Young Miss). The 

class- subject and the mass subject both are important to signify the personal/ status category subject and have 

disappeared completely. The contents of the magazine rather than the title focuses as classed subjects and 

massed subjects. According to Ellen McCracken (1993: 84, 196- 8),  

“There has been a drift back to class coinciding with the emergence of groups of women who earn high salaries. 

This new class belonging is not constructed through titles, but by such techniques as targeting only women who 

live in upscale postal codes with certain magazines (Newsweek Woman), or advertisements that appear only in 

issues sold in those areas, or restricting circulation to the well- off by raising cover prices”.   

The class/ mass distinction is created by the items of advertisement within the general category of 

consumer. ‘Lower- priced cosmetics…. are usually advertised in magazines that reach women with moderate 

spending power… while ads for more expensive make- up lines appear on the pages of Vogue or Town & 

country- magazines with upscale readers’ (McCracken, E., 1993, pp. 92). Goldman remarks,  

“Advertisements almost never self- consciously raise the question of class. This may well be so, but this does 

not mean that they do not construct class in more subtle ways. This advertised usually connote mass or class (for 

example, cosmetics one can buy in a local supermarket as opposed to those available only in specialized 

outlets), or the characters are of a certain social type” (1992, pp. 151).   

According to Winship (1987, pp.75), ‘the signs are subtle: French roast coffee and croissant, she’s an 

editorial assistant, he an engineer. “Heroines” and “heroes” never work on the factory floor or live in council 

houses’. Marieke de Mooji (2005, pp.5) the Dutch scholar and consultant in cross- cultural communication 

talked about advertisement “[…  ]  the decision to standardize has more to do with corporate culture than with 

the culture of markets and nations. Many global advertisers are not market oriented: they are product oriented”.  

In magazines the print advertisement are selected as a sample set of magazines known as “celebrity magazines”. 

Many elements of popular culture like TV, books, films and celebrities are the features of this type of 

magazines.     

Food is a cultural construct and it means more than a survival. Food is involved in the issues of media and 

advertisement. Food culture refers to the production, distribution have changed the meaning of food. The print 

and electronic media both have changed the notion of food. The TV shows, cookbooks, magazines, celebrity 

blogs all have encompasses the meaning of food. The present study is trying to analyze the advertisement of 

food focusing nutrition and delicious and changing scenario of food among the lifestyles of busy people.  
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